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1. Strategy for the Birsstadt



Background

The Birs Valley

The Birs Valley forms one of Metro Basel`s five agglomeration arms, which 
maintains the populous of a midsize European city while continuing a suburban 
dependence on the City of Basel. 
The rapid growth in the Birs Valley has occured only in the last 60 years, when the 
medieval communes of Birsfelden, Münchenstein, Reinach, Arlesheim, Dornach, 
Aesch and Pfeffingen started to knit together. Despite the built uniformity of 
the sprawl it is still an area fragmented mentally and politically into its various 
communes. 
The issue of suburbia is not uncommon for Switzerland, as many contemporary 
cities have allowed their boundaries to stretch. What used to be village or town is 
now a sprawling sea of suburbia.



Metrobasel`s agglomeration growth

Agglomerations of  Basel
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Barriers

Growth was fristly controlled by the geography, contained by the unmoving hills 
and mountains and the cupped valley. Formed by powerful yet natural constraints 
the Birsstadt has taken on the diamond shape of the valley itself. 

Concurrently, the linear infrastructure of the valley has also dictated its linear 
growth pattern related to the transportation axis: The historical crucial industrial 
Birs River, the highway A18, the Tram 10/11 and the S-Bahn S3 are dominating 
the infrastructural network of the Birs Valley, effecting the creation of strips with 
designated function as Industrial, Residential and the void. Demonstrated best in 
the communal zoning plans. 



topography (swisstopo.ch)
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This map clearly illustrates the linear 

Transportation network of the Birs Valley.

On the other hand it shows the strong 

dependence of the valley to the core city 

Basel. 40% of the Birs population are 

consequently commuting by car or public 

transportation every day and consume  

large amounts of energy. 

Linear transportation (geo.bl.ch) 



The zoning plans are edited indepedently 

by each commune. This map does not 

really exist and was merged by the 

studetnts themselves. Through this two 

important facts were visible: firstly the 

strips of residential, green and industrial 

areas, and border spaces that are 

currently undefined and empty.  

official Zoning Plans (geo.bl.ch)



anaLysis

Analysis

The first step of the analysis was 
programmatic. 
The idea was to check the actuality 
of the historic centers and
their relevance for the structure of 
the Birs Valley. 
The research focused on the 
allocation of leisure activity,
commercial spaces and public 
transportation, always
in relation to the maximal walkable 
distance of 500 metres.
The overlay clearly demonstrates the 
programmatic density 
to be highest along the two main 
roads of the Birs Valley. Thus
the centrality linked to program is in 
this case not punctual anymore, 
but very linear.  

Historic Sights

SBB train
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The Loop

The analysis lead us to the simple 
gesture of closing or connecting the 
linear structure and introducing the 
core idea of the Loop. Therby two 
important issues are adressed:

1. To change the perception of the 
valley from the current state of sub-
urban dependence to a more coher-
ent and independent one.

2. To define a new central space for 
the entire valley. 

The central space is in this case a 
void. Forrest, Field, River are forming 
a Green space of amazing potential, 
which clearly is not the traditional 
center of density, but is rather open 
,natural and competely public. This 
place celebrates the people`s rela-
tionship to the new town: 
“It`s all about the Greenspace.”

Loop Addition

SBB train

Tram

 
closing the Loop



concept collage



The Loop

To understand the conncetion be-
tween the Loop and the central park
a site analysis was necessary. The 
students walkled around the whole 
of the loop and through the line of 
the park. The experience was con-
fusing.
The conncetion to the green core 
or to the opposite side was in most 
cases inadequate or completetly 
missing and the car dominance on 
the street was uncomfortable. No 
visual landmarks were existing what 
stimulated the strong feeling of be-
ing lost and isolated. 

Loop View



Loopv View



Perpendicular streets mapped



Consequently, the question aroused 
if there are existing connections 
to the central space, that could be 
reiforced and strenghtened in their 
meaning. 
Clearly not all the perependicular 
rouds can be grand gestures, thats 
why in the selection the focus was 
not only on existing tramstops or 
other programms, but in particulary 
areas with transformation potential. 
On the west side of the valley, in the 
more residential part, large, left over 
vacancies were identified as points 
for new settlements, while in the 
eastern part the industries would be 
opened up.   

Perpendicular street selection



The Boulevard

The transformation of the selected 

perpendicular streets involves a very 

simple idea:

A row of trees is planted on each side of 

the street, which leads precisely from a 

tram stop, all the way to the park.

This new determined alley becomes the 

new gateway to the park.

In its visual appearance it should invite 

or attract the people in the loop to go 

inside and use the center. 

The loop cuts the Boulevard, and 

although the street continous to 

the edges of the sprawl, the row of 

trees will not. Only in thoughts, or 

conceptually, but in reality it remains 

a structure within the loop and 

emphasises the new directon from the 

sprawl to the inside. 

street View



“green alley”



A small tree study was made in 

order to select the best suitable 

tree for the sight depending on 

scale and dimensions. Through 

the research it has become 

possible to find diffrent kinds or 

types of trees that would give 

an own identity to each of the 

Boulevards.   

Vegetative analysis



new street identities



concept “Loop”







2. centraL green sPace



anaLysis/ Background

industrial separation

Highway sound walls

Forest edge

Latent Potentials
Looking on the existing green spaces from Pfeffingen in the south up to Birsfelden 
in the North, the Birs river acts as a structuring element of the valley. Surrounded 
by hills the Birs lines up different disconnected green spaces, which are already 
potentially beautiful.
These latent potentials can be experienced in the forest area of Auwald, where 
the municipality of Münchenstein has set up a couple of trails. Standing on bridg-
es crossing the river, sometimes allow you to see more powerful parts of Birs 
floating through the agglomeration. Experiencing a wilder character, the Birs can 
really be a strong identity caring element. More subtle and accessible parts can 
be found as well. The extensive vegetation is made possible through the Birs and 
the landscape almost has a painterly character. 
What we discovered throughout looking more carefully into the existing green 
area is, that specific characters can be already found in those areas and are al-
ready used by the Birstadt inhabitants.

Unshaped Areas
Nevertheless there are still areas, which need to be enriched and where issues 
are arising. In those areas it is often hard to walk the green without having to leave 
it at some point. Walking on the edge of the park we discovered more unsatisfying 
situations. Built up areas and infrastructure are dividing the possible visitor from 
the park. 
Where the forest meets the residential areas the green lawns of the residents 
as well as the forest arm are often divided by fences, one on each side. Walking 
along the same side of the park entire strips of residential housings are cut of by 
the Highway running through the valley. The sound walls not only protect the resi-
dents from the noise emission, they also block out the feeling for the green space 
in behind. Another condition we found was on the edge of the Birs river. Big parts 
of the walkway along the Birs are rarely accessible due to walls and fences put up 
by industrial facitlities.



Latent Potential of existing forest trail



Green Core Definition
What we realised was, that the content of the park was already there. But today 
the green is made up by loosely linked cells cuted off from built up areas by the 
Birs, the Highway and by unaccessible skirts of the forrest. Therefore we decided 
to deal with the edge. 
Introducing a parkway as a framing element along these 3 edges forming one cen-
tral green space in the middle of the Birsstadt, we tie the existing greens together 
and give a clear indication and recognisable form to what is park. Making the edge 
walk able in 1 go helps to read the park as a unitary element defining the center 
of the Birsstadt. 
By connecting the single green fragments we would get one park with different 
characters. We propose to enhance the existing path structure within the park ac-
cording their specific character and providing a network of connection within the 
central green.

defined shape of green core network of pathcurrent green space Figure green space edges



Landscape along the Birs in dornach



Birs

Highway

Forest

Crossing Points

Bridging Elements

Defining the central green as one 
piece leaves us the 3 edges. The 
Birs, the Highway and the Forrest 
are physical borders deviding the 
park from the built up area. So we 
discovered several bridging ele-
ments that cross the edges punctu-
ally. The Birding elements gives us 
reference points where to join the 
parkway with the Loop tram stops. 
In order to connect the Loop to the 
Park we introduce the Boulevard.



Urban Permeability

unpermeable

medium permeability

permeable

By drawing out how permeable the 
park edges were for possible users, 
it is striking that on the eastern side 
of the valley there are hardly any 
permeable sites and on the western 
side most areas are of a medium 
permeability. Not permeable mean 
sites are closed of by fences and 
other physical walls and medium 
permeable means that physical walls 
don’t block the sites but due to pri-
vate ownership have a lack of an ad-
equate public appearance.



Communal Facilities

Food
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Religion
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Programme Birsstadt



Programme Birsstadt
Industries

Industry

Service

When you look on the programme 
map of the Birsstadt the reasons for 
the lack of permeability are visible. 
In the previous century a majority of 
the industries of the valley were set 
up along the river. These industries 
are the main reason why big areas 
along the Birs are hard to access. 
Although some industries have 
changed from heavy industries, into 
more high-tech and clean industries, 
as well as in small and medium tech-
nology businesses and into creative 
industries, there are still some plots 
where industrial production hap-
pens. 



Decaying Industries
To take into consideration to open up the sites and the reality of abandoned indus-
tries we propose the re-use of strategically selected industrial buildings, based on 
the proximity to bridging elements, Loop tram stops and structural value of decay-
ing industries selected along the edge. 
Placed along the green edge, the industrial buildings function as container for lei-
sure purposes and activities along the park. Through reprogramming of industrial 
structures, formerly closed of industrial areas open up radically to the public and 
would offer space to the producing industries right in between. 

Activiy Containers
In order to re-programme the industrial sites we concentrate on different criterias. 
Considering the Boulevards to connect the Loop and the Park we selected 5 in-
dustrial structures. Those structures posses a repetitive and added character. By 
emptying them and providing some basic infrastructure as toilets, starage and ad-
ministrational rooms, these structure allow us to have flexibility in use and are giv-
ing certain recognisability. The re-use combined with the recognisable Boulevards 
flanked by the mirroring trees and the framing element of the walk path around 
the central green give the structures a programmatic pioneer function.
The structures are spilling out leisure containers from the park, marking the link 
between the park to the loop. The re-used industrial buildings are designed in or-
der to guarantee a visual and physical permeability within the structure. Addition-
ally it was a goal that the park area could be used throughout the year, not only in 
the warmer seasons. 

overview Birsstadt

industries leaving the Birstal



intervention Points



industrial areas re-used and bound in to the park



re-used industrial structure



re-programming





Creating a unitary condition
By combing the walk path framing the park, the loop-connecting boulevards, the 
industrial structures and their re-programming into leisure facilities we imagine 
the structures may change the partitioned industrial areas with almost no public 
into an easily accessible area along the central green park often frequented by 
people of the Birsstadt.
Since we are dealing with the sprawling city we thinking about what kind of cen-
trality could work within the agglomeration. We quickly found out that we weren’t 
interested in the traditional idea of the city of the built up core. For us a central 
green and an adjoining set of facilities for leisure use would work much better for 
the loose fabric of the agglomeration. By re-enforcing the park, a unitary condition 
with points of attraction would be created. 



new walk path framing the park





3. settLeMent



Settlement

The final step in the strategic plan is the settlement, which takes place in five 
vacant lots framed by the loop. 
They have been left vacant for political reasons, as neighboring communes are 
unsure about what these border areas should become. 
In order to combine the separated communes into the new Whole of the Birsstadt, 
the unified city, the vacant lots should be planned with new settlements.
The settlement becomes “All about the green”. Aming to enhance its visual
and physical strenght responding to the presence of the central park.



5 settlements



anaLysis/ Background

Population

To understand the denisty and population 

of our settlement it was important to stu-

dy the population trends of the Birs Val-

ley. An analysis which culminated in three 

diffrent predictions:

A high scenario, e median scenario and a 

low scenario. From this data the popula-

tion of the Birsstadt cannot be predicted, 

but it can be prompted.

Hopefuly with the attractive qualtities of 

the Loop, the central park, and the over-

all urban connectivity, the Birs Valley will 

become an attractor for new homes and 

new work. Thus we encourage a popula-

tion increase and consequently an increa-

se in densification.

high scenar io :  +13.9%

middle  scenar io :  +2.3%

low scenar io :  -6 .7%

Population Prognose Metrobasel
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Strategy

The idea is to create a general idea or 

strategy appliable to all the five sites, 

wherby the diffrent context also gene-

rates diffrent results. The components 

need to be flexible and intuitive. 

For this reason we draw in a first step a 

strip structure of each 30m width.

In these, typologies will be insert by com-

positional rules. Each of the diffrent typo-

logies are linked to diffrent outer spaces, 

namely garden typologies. From semi-

private to semi-public, a diversification 

of qualitative spaces is the goal. The gar-

dens strech from the park to the loop, so 

emphasising the idea of the green. Peop-

le who will travel along the loop, will find 

them as new referencial points.

There is no central space in the settle-

ment, whereas its edge is discovered 

as an essential element. Along the park 

edge various leisure programs or educa-

tional facilities are positioned, as on the 

opposite, on the loop site, highrises with 

office functions are set.   

1. divide area in strips of 30m width 2. insert buildings types  



3. diffrent housing types provoke diffrent garden 
situations

4. access streets in between two housing strips,
    in this way the streets will never cut the green
 
    

5. adapt the edges to the context 



Typologies

In order to choose suitable typologies for 

the settlements, that would be architec-

tually strong enough, we began to study 

the existing situation or condition in the 

Birs Valley. We mapped diffrent types 

that spread randomly through the whole 

sprawl: 

The single family house, the row house, 

the apartment building and highrises. 

However we understood, that copy and 

paste would not be the only solution.

Consequently we didn`t select all the ty-

pes, but focused on some of them and 

transformed them according to our un-

derstanding. 

In this manner we destilled the typolo-

gies

of the patio house, the row house, the 

apartment building and the tower.

Single Family Houses

Row Houses

Historical Buildings

Apartment buldings 4 stories

Apartment buildings 3 stories

Highrises

Industrial buildings

 
existing typologies in the Loop



Apartment Building

4 - 5 stories

single plot: 12x12m

max. elements: 3

semi-public garden

loggia

Apartment Building

8-10 stories

single plot: depending on typo-

logical strip

max. elements: 1

balcony

Row House

3 stories

single plot: 4x12m

max. elements: 2

semi-private garden

roof-terrace

Patio House

1 story

single plot: 12x9m

max. elements: 1

street

courtyard

Housing typologies for the settlement



Site 1

To check our idea, we did a detail study 

for one of the five sites, where we plan-

ned the whole settlement to its very final 

stage.

We started with a series of composi-

tions, trying to generate the best suitable 

solution.

After setting the buildings typological 

framework, it was not difficult anymore 

to to determine the diffrent gardens. 

Finally we reacted in the edges according 

to the context.





Settlement Diagram

Row House

Forrest Strip

Semi- private Garden

Apartmentbuilding

Semi-public gardens

Access Street

Semi-private Frontyard

Patio House



ETH Studio Basel FS13, Abigail Stoner, Hubert Holewik, Livio de Maria, Nicolas Rüegg, Takashi OwadaSettlementplan 1: 1’000
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Semi- Public Garden, Collage



Semi- Private Garden, Collage







5 Settlements



Conclusion

The settlement is the final step in the strategic project for the Birs Valley, completing the 

structure from the Loop to the Boulevard to the Park.

The result is a new unified city, which preserves a rural quality in its generous, open center, 

while operating urbanistically through suffiecient systems of connectivity.

This is the Birsstadt.


